been persistently difficult because of the strong philosophical commitments and political polarization of its adherents and its opponents. However, with the passage of time and the gaining of perspective, an evaluation becomes easier. It appears, in fact, that the legacy of Marxism derives great value precisely from the intensity of the controversies that have ranged around it.
It has been fashionable for a while in the United States (a legacy of logical positivism) to declare all purely philosophical disputes to be &dquo; meaningless &dquo;. They can readily be made to appear so by rigid demands for operational definitions, for specifications of verification procedures, and so on. There are, however, many criteria of meaningfulness, and one of importance is the extent to which a controversy reflects fundamental clashing commitments. It may well happen that the issues of the controversy are &dquo; meaningless &dquo; in the sense of not being rooted in empirical criteria of meaning, but the actual results of the controversy may nevertheless be of vital significance to intellectual history. These results make the controversy meaningful in retrospect.
An instructive example of this effect of philosophical dispute can be seen in the running controversy between the &dquo; mechanists &dquo; and the &dquo; vitalists &dquo; in biology, much of which was conducted on the metaphysical rather than on the scientific plane. Fortunately for the development of biology, not all vitalists confined their arguments to the philosophical level. Some cited specific phenomena which, they maintained, implied the operation of vital forces. As these phenomena were shown to be derivable from known physical laws, the arguments of the vitalists were refuted. In a way, the maturation of the biological sciences coincides with the abandonment by the vitalists of a sequence of positions. With the synthesis of urea (1828), for example, it became clear that no special &dquo; vital force &dquo; was involved in the production of the so-called organic compounds. The &dquo; defeated &dquo;. I would rather say that responsible vitalism has served the purpose of a catalyst in the maturation of biology; has served as a challenge, if you will. In their retreat &dquo; to previously prepared positions &dquo; the vitalists invited an attack on those positions and so provided grist for the intellectual mill.
What is more significant, however, is that as vitalism retreated the anti-vitalist philosophy of biology radically changed. The anti-vitalist can no longer call himself a mechanist in the original sense of the word. Life processes, it has turned out, cannot be explained by purely mechanical models, such as the clockwork analogies of Descartes. The &dquo; physical explanation &dquo; of today is widely different from the physical explanations of the seventeenth, the eighteenth, and the nineteenth centuries. In retrospect we see the classical process at work : the thesis of mechanism clashing with the anti-thesis of vitalism, resulting in a sequence of syntheses in which neither of the positions appears in its original guise. In short, the system-theoretic approach permits the singling out for study of any system of interest, with the view of establishing its system properties, holding in abeyance the question of how these properties emerge from the laws governing the elements of the system and their interactions. The latter question should, of course, be examined. However, the point of the matter is that the examination may be more enlightening after the gross system properties have been understood.
To return to our example of thermodynamics, it will be recalled that the gross thermodynamic principles were discovered before the connections between them and molecular kinetics were established. In fact, it was the former discoveries (e.g., the role of entropy in thermodynamic systems) which instigated the investigations of statistical mechanics. Until thermodynamic principles came into the center of interest in physics and chemistry, there was no particular motivation for pursuing the implications of the kinetic theory of matter.
Marx's macro-sociology is an example par excellence of the system approach to social science. Singling out, what to his way of thinking, was the most important characteristic of human society, namely the division of labor, he proceded to deduce the evolution of the structure of social systems following the &dquo; impetus &dquo; of the institution of the division of labor. Implicit in Marx's evolutionary sociology is the idea that it is the internal dynamics of a system which propels it, as it were, along the path of development. (1966) .
